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General issue of PT and GW

High scale PT and LIGO。

Low scale PT and PTA。

Some comments

Outline



General issue of 
PT and GW
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Phase transition during the 
cooling of the universe

Bubble nucleation 
during the 1st order PT.

Strong 1st PT
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Strong 1st PT
sound wave

turbulence

bubble collision

vacuum energy， 
How“strong” is the 

1st order PT?

Phase transition speed

None-run away potential

W. Chao, H. K. Guo, J. Shu., JCAP, 
1709 (2017) 09, 009
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Strong 1st PT

Very roughly speaking 

peak frequency scales with temperaturePTA real data

LIGO real data

high scale PT

low scale PT
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Strong 1st PT

Plank scale

GUT, Leptogenesis scale

TeV scale

EW scale

All possible spontaneous 
symmetry breaking 
corresponds to the 

cosmic phase transition

sub-GeV scale

LIGO

PTA



High scale PT 
and LIGO
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Motivation for the high scale PT

Typically the PT that LIGO is good to 
detect is at the PeV scale!

Some gauge extension of SM?

High scale SUSY?
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Current LIGO SGWB search

Nelson Christensen 2019 Rep. Prog. Phys. 82 016903 

indirect limits from the cosmic 
microwave background (CMB) 
and Big-Bang nucleosynthesis

Design is roughly the O5

We can imagine O2 (open-
released) & O3 (not yet) in 
between can probe some 

high-scale PT parameter space

O1 not better than the
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Analysis of LIGO (SGWB)
What is the SGWB?

•For the LIGO and Virgo frequency bands, most theoretical models of 
stochastic background are characterized as a power law spectrum,  

typically the gravitational radiation produced by an extremely large number of 
weak, independent, and unresolved gravitational wave sources.

No real shape, looks like noise
define background energy density spectra
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Analysis of LIGO (SGWB)
Comparison between inspiral GW & SGWB

No real shape, looks like noise
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Analysis of LIGO (SGWB)
How to detect the SGWB?

Looking for the correlation of the TWO (far away?) detector!

LIGO detector configuration

Stable correlated 
signal from the 

SGWBs

No stable noise from 
the far away detector.
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Detection of SGWB

We can optimize it for PT
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Detection statistics
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Detection pipeline



Low scale PT 
and PTA
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Low scale PT for PTA

Typically the PT that PTA is good to 
detect is at the sub-GeV scale!

Hidden models of mirror QCD?

Some hidden DM model?
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PTA data from PPTA collaboration
We use the raw data from the PPTA collaboration 

The Australian 64 meter Parkes telescope 

The only last open release constrain on SGWB is from 
EPTA 2015, quite long time ago 
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Statistical correlation
We use the raw data from the PPTA collaboration 

statistical correlation between the time-residuals

The time interval for the correlation between different 
time-residuals are roughly weeks or months.
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Statistical correlation
The statistical analysis details
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95% C.L. constrain
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Full comparison
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Constrain on models



Comments
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Some comments

Hope the future data can tell us more on the cosmic 
PTs

With more data, now we are approaching the cosmic 
phase transition using real data



Back up slices


